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lastic materials and best didactic methods adopted with success 
by the most cultivated and civilised nations. This museum is 
styled the Pedagogic Museum, and will have its seat in the Royal 
University. Its aim is to collect, with a view to their recogni
tion and adoption, all objects and publications connected with 
the mode of instruction in elementary schools, and in general all 
the new means and appliances which are being successively 
invented to insure greater efficiency and progress in the arts of 
instruction and education. All that has till now been collected 
by the Professor of Pedagogy in the present Museum of Palermo 
will henceforth belong to the new institution, which is dependent 
on the Minister of Public Instruction. 

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS 
Tim J'ournal of Anatomy and Physiology, Norma! and 

Pathologiral, vol. xv. part I, October, contains :-Dr. C. 
Creighton, on an infective form of tuberculosis in man, identical 
with bovine tuberculosis, plates I to 6.-Dr. W. Allen, on a 
third occipital condyle in the human subject, plate 7.-Dr. J. 
Dreschfeld, some points in the histology of cirrhosis of the liver, 
plate 8.-Dr. S. Mortiz, a contribution to the pathological 
anatomy of lead paralysis, plate 9.-Dr. G. S. Middleton, 
vascular lesions in hydrophobia and in other diseases characterised 
by cerebral excitement, plate Io.-Dr. D. Macphail, an ether per
colator, for use in physiological or pathological laboratories, plate 
II.-Dr. D. Newman, the comparative value of chloroform 
and ethidene dichloride as an ::esthetic agents.-Dr. R. Pinkerton, 
observations on the temperature of the healthy human body in 
various climates.-Dr. George Hoggan and Dr. F. Elizabeth 
Hoggan, the lymphatics of cartilage and of the perichondrium.
Dr. R. J. Anderson, a palatine branch from the middle meningeal 
artery.-J. F. Knott, muscular anomalies. 

J'ouma! of the Royal Microscopical Society, vol. iii. No. 5, October. 
- W. H. Gilbert, on the structure and function of the scale-leaves 
of La!hrea squamaria.-Dr. H. E. Fripp (the late), on daylight 
illumination with the plane mirror, an appendix to Part I. of the 
"Theory of Illuminating Apparatus."-vV. Webb, on an im· 
proved finder.-W. A. Rogers on Tolles' interior illuminator 
for opaque objects, with a note by R. B. Tolles. - The record of 
current researches relating to invertebrata, cryptogamia, micro· 

&c. 
THE American Naturalist, Novewber.-F. M. Endlich, the 

Island of Dominica.-]. D. Caton, the Sand·hill Crane.-W. 
K. Higley, on the microscopical crystals contained in plants 
(concluded).-J. M. Stillman, on the origin of lac (regards it as 
a secretion of Coccus lacca).-Edward L. Greene, botanising on 
the Colorado desert.-The Editor's table : on the obligations of 
educational and charitable institutions. 

Zritschrift fur wissenscha.ftliche Zoologic, Band 34, Heft 4, 
September, contains :-a very elaborate memoir by Dr. Ferdinand 
Sommer of Greifswald, on the anatomy of the liver-fluke, 
Distomum L., pp. 540--640, with six plates ; also by 
Dr. H. Michels, an acconnt of the nervous system of Oryctes 
1wsicornis as it appears in the larval, pupal, and imago conditions 
of this beetle, pp. 641, 700, with four plates. 

Revue In!ernationale des Sciences biologiques, October I5, COil· 
tains :-1\f. Vulpian, a physiological study of poisons; fifth 
lecture, on curare.-M. Hanstein, protoplasm considered as the 
basis of animal and vegetable life ; introduction.-M. Borodin, 
on the physiological characteristics of asparagine.-M. L. Portes, 
on the asparagine of the Amygdalere.-G. Thoulet, contributions 
to the study of the physical and chemical properties of rnicro
scop ical minerals. 

THE Transactions of tlu Yorkshire Jl,'at1walists' Union.-Three 
parts of the above have been issued to the subscribers. These 
contain reports on the birds of the district, pp. I-48. On the 
land and freshwater mollusca, pp. I-16. On the Iepidoptera, 
pp. I-8o. Botany, pp. I-5 I. These reports seem well and 
exhaustively worked out, and deserve every support from the 
naturalists of the Yorkshire district and others. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES 
LONDON 

Mathematical Society, December 9.-Mr. Samuel Roberts, 
F.R.S., president, in the chair.-Mr. vVilliam Ralph Roberts 
and Mr. Ralph Augustus Roberts were elected Members.-The 

following communications were made :-Note sur !Ia Derivation 
Prof. Teixeira (Coimbra, Portugal).-Solu· 

twn of the equatwn xp - r = o; quinquisection, Prof. Cayley 
F. R S.-A general theorem in kinematics, Prof. 
the solution of the inverse logical problem, Mr. W. B. Grove.
Motion of a viscous fluid, Mr. T. Crai".-On the electrical 
capacity of a conductor bounded by two surfaces cuttin" 
at any angle, Mr. W. D. Niven. " 

. Chen;ical Soci.ety, December. z.-Dr. Gilbert, vice-pre· 
s1dent, m the chan·.-The followmg papers were read :-On 
the volumes of sodium and bromine at their boiling-points, by 
\¥. Ramsay.-On the volume of phosphorus at its boiling· 
point, by D. 0. Masson and vV. Ramsay. The authors have 
determined the atomic volume (the atomic volume = the specific 
volume x atomic weight) of the following elements in the free 
stat.e. Bromine 27'I35, sulph_ur 2I'6o, phosphorus 20'91, 
sod1um 3I"Oo. The authors discuss the formula of oxy-tri· 
chloride of phosphorus, and conclude that in that substance 
phosphorus is a pentad, and that the constitution of that 

is 0=f':=CI3• The atomic volume of phosphorus in 
th1s compound IS therefore 2I ·I -On the specific volume of 
chloral, by Laura Maude Passavant. Great care was taken in 
purifying the chloral ; the specific volume, determined according 
to the method of Thorpe, was found to be I07'37.-Note on the 
formation of carbon tetrabromide in the manufacture of bromine 
by J.C . Hamilton. A quantity of a white crystalline 
was obtained as a re>idue, after distilling a quantity of cow· 
mercia! bromine, it melted at 90•, and contained 97 per cent. of 
bromine.-Researches on the relation between the molecular 
structure of carbon compounds and their absorption·speclra, by 
W. N. Hartley. Part i.-General conclusions as to the nature 
of actinic absorption exerted by various carbon compounds. 
Part ii.-Experiments which prove the diactinic character of 
substances constructed on an open chain of carbon compounds. 
Part iii.-The actinic absorption exerted by various closed 
chains of carbon atoms. Part iv.-The absorption·spectra of 
condensed benzen-nuclei. Part v.-The cause of absorption· 
bands in the spectra transmitted by benzene and its derivatives. 

Geological Society, December I.-Robert Etheridge, 
F.R.S., president, in the chair.-\Vm. Heward Bell, Wm. Jack· 
son, Peregrine Propert Lewes, William Libbey, jun., D.Sc. , New 
Jersey, U.S.A.; David Morgan Llewellin, John Marshall, Cyril 
Parkinson, Cornelius McLeod Percy, Thos. John Robinson, Rev. 
Alfred Rose, Beeby Thompson, and Stuart Crawford Wardell 
were elected Fellows of the Society.- The following communi· 
cations were read :-On reml.ins of a small lizard from the 
N eocomian rocks of the Island of Lesina, Dalmatia, preserved 
in the Geological Museum of the University of Vienna, by Prof. 
H. G. Seeley, F.R.S. The author proposed to name this lizard 
Adriosaurus suessii. -On the beds at Headen Hill and Colwell 
Bay in the I sle of Wight, by Messrs. H. Keeping and E. B. 
Tawney, M.A. The authors criticised the views put forward 
by Prof. Judd in his paper published in the Q. J'. G. S. xxxvi. 
p. I3, and supported those established by the late E. Forbes and 
the publications of the Geological Survey. The authors reject 
Prof. Judd's term Brockenhurst series, and revert to the classifi
cation and nomenclature of the Geological Survey. 

Zoological Society, November 30.-Dr. Edward Hamilton, 
vice-president, in the chair.-Mr. Alfred E. Craven, F.Z.S., read 
a paper on a collection of land and fresh-water shells from the 
Transvaal and Orange Free State in South Africa, with descriptions 
of nine new species.-A second paper by Mr. Alfred E. Craven 
contained the descriptions of three new species of land shells 
from Cape Colony and NataL-Surgeon Francis Day, F.Z.S., 
communicated a paper by Prof. A. A. W. Hubrecht, which 
gave an account of a collection of reptiles and amphibians made 
by Dr. C. Duke in Beloochistan.-A communication read 
from Mr. J. H. Gurney, F.Z.S., containing a description of the 
immature plumage of Dryotriorchis spectabi!is (Schleg. ), a very 
scarce raptorial bird from Gaboon, now living in the Society's 
collection.-A communication was read from Mr. Roland 
Trimen, F.Z.S., on an undescribed Laniarius obtained by Dr. 
B. F. Bradshaw on the Upper Limpopo, or Crocodile River, in 
Southern Africa, which he proposed to name Laniarius afro· 
croceus.-A communication was read from Dr. G. Hartlaub, 
F.M.Z.S., containing descriptions of five new birds that had 
been collected by Dr. Emin Bey in Central Africa. These were 
proposed to be called Tricholais jlavotorquata, Cisticola !typox· 
antha, Eminia lepida, Drymocichla incana, and Musicapa 
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i.t(ulat.z.-Mr. W. A, Forbes, F.Z.S., read a paper on the 
external characters and anatomy of the Red Ouakari Monkey 
(Brachyurus rubicundus), rlescribing more particularly the liver 
and brain, and made remarks on the other species of that genus 
a:1d their distribution. 

Anthropological Institute, November 23.-Allen Thom
son, M.D., F. I<.S., vice-president, in the chair.-The election 
of W. R. Huggard was announced.-A paper by Dr. Paul 
Topinard, entitled observations upon the methods and processes 
of anthropometry, was read. AnthrC>pometry means the measure
ment of the entire hnman body with the view to determine the 
res?ective proportion of its parts :-I. At different ages, in order 
to learn the law of relative growth of the parts. 2. In the 
races, so as to distinguish them and establish their relations to 
each other. 3· In all the conditions of surrounding circum
stances, in order to find out their influence upon the variations 
ascertained. The number of skeletons at disposal for this 
purpose being small, all our efforts should tend to make perfect 
the methods of operating upon the living, and to simplify them, 
s1 as to render them accessible to all, to travellers, officers of 
the navy, recruiting agents, schoolmasters, &c. ; hence the 
number of measurements should be reduced to those strictly 
necessary, and only those insisted on which are really useful 
and lead to the knowledge of one of the natural morphological 
divisions of the body. Heights above the ground, breadths, 
'orne circumferences, and perhaps the facial angle-to these we 
ought to limit our demands. The dimensions to be obtained 
directly, or by the method of subtraction, relate to :-I. The 
trunk. 2. The head and the neck taken separately. 3· The 
lower limb as a whole. 4· The upper limb as a whole. 5· 
Each of the segments of the limbs, the hand, the forearm, and 
the arm in the one case ; the foot, the leg, and the thigh in the 
other. 6. The intrinsic proportions of the head, of the trunk, 
,,f the foot, and of the hand. Three fundamental principles to 
be observed are, determination and marking the reference points 
slowly, taking the measurements quickly, and the possession of 
go .Jd instruments. The choice of reference points is a matter of 
great importance, a:td the author explained his views upon this 
subject.-A paper by Mr. C. Staniland Wake on the origin of 
the Malagasy was read. 

Physical Society, November 27.-Prof. W. G. Adams in 
the chair. -New Member, H. C. Jones, F.C.S.-Prof. Graham 
Bell exhibited his photophone, and explained the apparatus em 
ployed by Mr. Sumner Tainter and himself for transmitting sound 
by a beam of light . The form in use consists of a metal plate 
or mirror vibrated by the sound and reflecting a beam of light 
to a distance, where it is focussed on a selenium cell in circuit 
with a telephone and battery. The light undulates in sympathy 
with the vibrations of sound, and alters the resistance of the 
selenium in accordance with the vibrations, thereby reproducing 
the sound in the telephone. The electric light used was too 
unsteady to give articulate speech ; but by means of a rotating 
di>k perforated round its rim with holes the light could be 
occulted in such a manner as to give an audible note in the tele
phone. Different varieties of receivers were described, some of 
which have not yet been tried. One of these consisted in vary
incr rotation of the plane of polarisation of the polarised 

A plan for transmitting the beam consists in making the 
vibrating plate vary the supply of gas to a jet or manometric 
flame. The farthest distance speech has been heard by a photo· 
phone is 8oo feet ; but theoretically it should operate better the 
greater the distance between the mirror and selenium. On inter

a sheet of hard rubber in the ray, the invisible rays 
l 'a"ing through it conveyed the sounds in a lower degree, and 
sounds can be heard by replacing the selenium receiver by disks 
of different materials, such as hard rubber, metal, &c., and 

listening at them. All substances appear to possess the 
power of hecoming sonorous under the influence of varying light. 
Hard rubber, antimony, zinc, give the best effects; paper, glass, 
carbon, the worst. Even tobacco-smoke in a glass test· tube held 
in the beam emitted a note, as also did crystals of sulphate of 
copper. When hard rubber was simply made into the form of 
an ear-tube and held in the beam, the audible effect was also 
prodnced, and in fact when the beam was focussed in the ear 
it>elf, without any other appliance whatever, a distinct sound 
could be perceived.-Prof. Adams thanked Prof. Bell in the 
name of the Society, and called on Mr. Shelford Bidwell, who 
exhibited a lecture photophone, in which the reflector for receiving 
the light was discarded and the beam focussed on the seleninm 

by a lens. The two lenses used cost only zss., and the beam 
was sent fourteen feet. The selenium cell was made by spreading 
melted selenium over sheets of mica, and then crystallising it by 
heat. F or mica Prof. Bell recommended microscopic glass. The 
resistance of the cell was 14,ooo ohms in the dark, and 6500 in 
the light. Speech was distinctly transmitted by this apparatus. 
Mr. J. Spiller th:mght that since selenium probably alloyed with 
brass and the baser metals, it wonld be better to use gold and 
silver for the cells; but Prof. Bell said that he preferred bra,s, 
since (perhaps for the reason that Mr. Spiller gave) it yielded 
the be, t results.-Dr. J. H. Gladstone read a paper on the 
specific refraction and dispersion of isomeric bodies-an exten.
sion of his paper of last June. He concluded that the dispersion 
of a body containing carbon of the higher refraction is very 
much greater than that of a body containing carbon of the 
normal refraction 5, and that isomeric bodies which coincide in 
specific refraction coincide also in specific dispersion. 

Entomological Society, December 1.-Sir J ohu Lubbock, 
F.R.S., president, in the chair.-Mr. Pascoe exhibited a large 
series of Arescus histrio from Peru, to show the extreme varia
bility of the elytral markings in this species.-Mr. Billups 
exhibited four species of Pezomachus new to Britain, viz., 
P. Mttl!e1'i, P. juveni!is, P. inttrmedius, P. incertus, and also 
exhibited twenty species of Coleoptera found in a small parcel 
of corn refuse. The president exhibited two specimens in 
alc)hol of a species of Phasmidce forwarded by a correspondent 
in St. Vincent. Mr. Cansdale exhibited a specimen of Tischeria 
ganacella, a species of Tineina, new to Britain; he also ex
hibited a remarkable variety 0 f Cidaria russata.-Mr. J. Scott 
communicated a paper on a collection of Hemiptera from Japan. 
-Mr. C. 0. Waterhouse read a paper entitled description of a 
new species of the anomalous genus Po!yctmes, and exhibited a 
diagram illustrating the structure of this insect. 

Royal Asiatic Society, November 15.-Sir H. C. Rawlin
son, K.C.B., F.R.S., president, in the chair.-Sir W. R, 
Robinson, K.C.S.I., S. S. Thorburn, Capt. R. Gill, R.E., ar.d 
the Rev. Marsham Argles, M.A., were elected Resident Mem
bers ; and the Bishop of Lahore, Lieut. H. E. McCallnm, R.E., 
S. vV. Bushell, M.D., and Abd-er-rahman Moulvie Syed, barris
ter-at-law, Non-resident Members.-Prof. Monier \Villiams, 
C.I.E., read a paper on Indian theistic reformers, in which, 
after showing that Monotheism was not of recent growth in 
India, he traced the development of the modern Theistic churches 
there, from Rammohun Roy, who formulated a system which 
may be described as Unitarianism based on Brahmanism, through 
his successor, Debendra Nath, who improved on Rammohun 
Roy's work by founding the Adi Brahma Samaj, to Keshub 
Chundar Sen, who threw off altogether both Brahmanism and 
caste, and founded his new progressive Briihma Samaj in 1866. 
In his present eclectic form of Theism, composed of Hinduism, 
Mahammedanism, and Christianity, he teaches the worship of 
God under the character of a Supreme Mother. Some of his 
followers, offended with him, chielly for marrying his daughter 
before she was fourteen to the Maharaj2 of Kuch·Behar, have 
recently set up a new Theistic Church called the Sudharana 
Brahma Samaj, or Catholic Church of God. There are now 
more than 120 Theistic churches in different parts of India. 

Royal Microscopical Society, December 8.-Mr. J. 
Glaisher, F.R.S., in the chair.-Eight new Fellows were 
elect.ed.-Mr. Wallis exhibited a new rotating substage; Mr. 
Mayall his form of spiral diaphragm, and Tolles' mechanical 
stage of extra thinness, and Mr. Crisp Crouch's histological 
microscope, Parkes's demonstrating microscope, H olmes's com
pressorium, and Atwood's rubber-celL-A paper by Dr. Hudson 
was read, on a new CEcistes (:Janus), and a new Floscularia 
(trifolium), found by Mr. Hood of Dundee in Loch Lundie. 
The trochal disk of the former formed a link between that of 
Melicerta and CEcistes. The latter was remarkable in having 
or,Jy three lobes and being much larger than any Floscularia 
hitherto known.-Mr. Stewart explained some peculiar struc
tural features of the Echinometrida!, illustrated by specimens 
and drawings. 

Institution of Civil Engineers, November 9.-Mr. W. H. 
Barlow, F.R.S., president, in the chair.-The paper read was 
on machinery fen sted-making by the Bessemer and the Siemens' 
processes, by Mr. Benjamin Walker, M. Inst. C.E. 

December 7 .-Mr. \V. H. Barlow, F.R.S., president, in the 
chair.-The paper read was on the different modes of erec ing 
iron bridges, by Mr. Theophilus Seyrig, M. Inst. C. E., of Paris. 
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Royal Society of Literature, November 24 -Mr. Charles 
Cl:lrk, vice-president, in the chair.-Sir Hardinge Stanley 
Giffard, Mr. Ramchundra Ghose, Mr. Henry Allpass, Mr. 
Robert White Boyle, Capt. W. Deane Seymour, Dr. Altschul, 
were elected members.-Mr. F. G. Fleay read a paper entitled 
the living key to English spelling reform now found in history 
and etymology. The object of Mr. Fleay's paper was to show 
that the objections to spelling reform are principally founded on 
an exaggerated estimate of the amount of cba?ge required. This 
exaggeration bas been caused by the revo.lutJOnary proposals of 
the leading reformers, who neglected the history of our language 
and the etymological basis of its orthography in favour of philo
sophical completeness. Mr. Fleay, on the other hand, proposed 
a scheme which was developed in two one perfectly 
phonetic for educational purposes, the other differing from this 
only in dropping the use of the accents and the one new type 
required in the former. He showed that even in the vowel 
sounds not one-tenth wculd need alteration, while in the case of 
the consonants the alteration required would of course be much 
less. 

Photographic Society, November 9.-}. Glaisher, F.R.S., 
president, in the chair.-Major vVaterl10use, Bengal Staff <Oorps, 
read a paper "On a new method of obtaining 'grain' in photo
engraving." The method alluded to was to squeeze into the 
gelatine relief, while wet, sand- or glass· paper, previously waxed 
to ensure removal. The contraction of the paper while drying 
would force the granular substance into the relief more strongly 
in the shadows than in the lights, and thus a discriminating grain 
would be produced.-Capt. Abney, R.E., F.R.S., read a paper, 
"Notes on the gelatine process." The point insisted upon was 
that gelatine emulsions if kept some time before being poured 
upon the plates, extra sensitiveness would be the result; another 
matter was, that "frilling" could be prevented by the same long 
keeping of the emulsion; also thn.t with emulsions where silver 
iodide is used, a few drops of byposulphite of soda would bring 
out more detail in the image. 

CAMBRIDGE 

Philosophical Society, November 8.--Prof. Newton, pre
sident, in the chair.-The following communications were made 
to the Society :-On a new arrangement for sensitive flames, by 
Lord Rayleigh. A jet of from a pin·hole burner rises 
vertically in the interior of a cavity from which the air is ex
cluded. It then passes into a brass tube a few inches long, and 
on·reacbing the top burns in the open. The front wall of the 
cavity is formed of a flexible membrane of tissue paper, through 
which external sounds can reach the burner. The principle is 
the same as that of Barry's flame described by Tyndall. In 
both cases the part of the jet is the sensitive agent, 
and the flame is only an indicator. Barry's flame may be made 
very sensitive to sound, but it is open to the objection of liability 
to disturbance by the slightest draught. A few years since Mr. 
Ridout proposed to inclose the jet in a tube air-tight at the 
hot tom, and to ignite it only on arrival at the top of this tube. 
In this case however external vibrations have very imperfect 
access to the sensitive part of the jet, and when they reach it 
they are of the wrong quality, having but little motion tram verse 
to the direction of the jet. The arrangement now exhibited 
combines very satisfactorily sensitiveness to sound and insen
sitiveness to wind, and it requires no higher pressure than 
that of ordinary gas-pipes. If the extreme of sensitive
ness be aimed at, the gas pressure must be adjusted until 
the jet is on the point of flaring without sound. The 
apparatus exhibited was made in Prof. Stuart's workshop. An 
adjustment for directing the jet exactly up the middle of the 
brass tube is found necessary, and some advantage is gained by 
contracting the tube somewhat at the place of ignition.-Lord 
E ayleigh, on an effect of vibrations upon a suspended disk. In 
the British Association experiment for determining the unit of 
electrical resistance, a magnet and mirror are inclosed in a 
wooden box, attached to the lower end of a tube through which 
the silk suspension fibre passes. Under these circumstances it 
i:; found that the slightest tap with the finger-nail upon the box 
deflects the mirror to an extraordinary degree. The disturbance 
appears to be due to aerial vibrations within the box, acting upon 
the mirror. We know that a flat body, like a mirror, tends to 

itself across the direction of any steady current of the fluid in 
which it is immersed, and we may fairly suppose that an effect 
of the same character will follow from an alternating current. 
At the moment of the tap upon the box the air inside is made to 
move past the mirror, and probably executes several vibrations. 

While these vibrations last the mirror is subject to a twisting 
f'?rce to set it at right angles to the direction of the 
vibration. The whole action being over in a time very small 
co.mpared with that of the free vibrations of the magnet and 
m1rror, the observed effect is as if an impulse had been given to 
the suspended parts. The experiment shown is intended to illus
trate this effect. A small disk of paper, ab<Jnt the size of '· 
sixpence, is hung by a fine silk fibre across the mouth of n 
resonator of pitch 128. When a sound of this pitch is excited, 
there is a powerful rush of air in and out of the resopator, and 
the disk sets itself promptly across the passage. A fork of 
pitch I 28 may be held near the resonator, but it is better to use 
a second resonator at a little distance, in order to avoid any 
possible disturbance due to the neighbonrbood of the vibratln£ 
prong<. 

PARIS 

Academy of Sciences, November 29.-M. Edm. Becquenl 
in the chair.-MM. E. and J. Brongniart presented a work on 
the silicified fossil seeds of strata of Autun and Saint Etiennt-, 
to which their father had devoted the closing years of his life. 
These researches led, among other things, to observation of a 
pollinic chamber in some living as well as in fossil species of 
seeds.-Note relating to a memoir on vision of material colours 
in rotation, and velocities estimated in figures by means of the 
turning-plate apparatus of General Morin, for observation of 
the laws of motion, by M. Chevreul.-On the spontaneous oxida
tion of mercury and of metals, by M. Berthelot. He concludes 
from experiment that mercury, like iron, zinc, cadmium, lead, 
copper, and tin, undergoes, in contact with air, a superficial 
oxidation, very slight, indeed, and limited by the difficulty of 
renewal of the surfaces and the absence of contact resulting from 
commenced oxidation. This agrees with thermic data. The 
oxidation of mercury liberates per equivalent of fixed oxygen 
+:zr·x cal. (iron 31·9, tin 34·9, &c.). Spontaneous oxidation 
is not appreciable in metals whose heat of oxidation is very 
small, e.g. silver ( + 3 ·s cal.). The greater rapidity of the reac
tion where an agent intervenes, which is capable of combining 
(with liberation of heat) with the substance produced, e.g. an 
acid, is shown to be in agreement with thermic theory.-On the 
propagation of light, by M. Gouy. He examines the case in 
which the rays have a constant direction, but vary in intensity, 
the source undergoing variations or being eclipsed by a moving 
screen. There is not, for a given homogeneous source, a deter
minate velocity of light, independent of the manner in which the 
amplitude is varied. But in every realisable experiment this 
variation is effected in a gradual and very slow manner relatively 
to the vibratory period; here the formulre are simplified and the 
amplitude is transported as in a non-dispersive medium (with n 
velocity which is indicated by formula). The index of refraction 
is connected with the velocity of light by a relation easy to 
establish.-On linear differential equations with periodic coeffi
dents, by M. Floquet.-On a new electric property of selenium, 
and on the existence of tribolectric currents properly so-called, 
by M. Blondlot. To one pole of a capillary electrometer a piece 
of annealed selenium is attached with a platinum wire ; to the 
other pole a platinum plate. If the selenium be brought (with an 
insulating handle) into contact with the platinum the electro
meter remains at zero ; but on rubbing the selenium against the 
platinum a strong deflection occurs (often equal to that pro
duced by a sulphate of copper element). The thermo·electric 
current got by heating the selenium-platinum contact has 
an opposite direction to that of the current in question (which 
is from the unrubbed to the rubbed part of the selenium) ; tim; 
the effect cannot be attt ibuted to heat. On ceasing to ru ''· 
the deflection persists ; the selenium, which let pass the high
tension electricity due to friction, opposing too great resistance 
for the weak polarisation of the mercury. Shock and even 
pressure produce the same effect as friction, though in less degree. 
-Action of phosphorus on hydriodic and hydrobromic acid>, 
by M. Damoiseau.-On Waldivine, by M. Tanret. This is the 
active principle of the fruit of Simaba waldivia, which grows in 
Columbia. The composition of the crystals is repreoented by 

The physical and chemical properties are 
described.-Direct analysis of peat; its chemical constitution, by 
M. Guianet. This relates to per.t of very modern formation in 
the Son';'me Valley, formed under water in presence of carbonate 
of lime. Treated with water it yields crenic and apocrmic acid, 
also a little sulphate of lime. Alcohol at 90° produces a clear 
green solution, from which vegetable wax is got in abundance 
(the green matter bas all the characters of chlorophyll). The 
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presence of glurosides can also be proved. Part at least of the 
total nitrogen of the peat (amounting to 3 per cent.) enters into 
the composition of the brown matters.-On the geology of the 
Northern Sahara, by M. Roche. lizter alia, he found in the 
middle of the Great Erg, south of Ouargla, a broad plane region 
ail::>ut 250 km.long, covered only with isolated parallel dunes 
lying along the magnetic meridian ; an important feature for the 
Trans-Saharan railway. AU the strata of the Northern Sahara 
are nearly horizontal.-Onsome phenomena of optics and vision, 
by M. Treve. Looking at a lamp-flame through a fine slit in a 
disk, the brightness and the diffraction effects vary much, accord
ing as t.he slit is vertical or horizontal.-M. Maumene in a note 
attributes the difference of experimenters as to absorption of 
oxygen by mercury to more or less silver contained by the 
mercury.-l:IL Dubalen announced the discovery of a prehistoric 
grotto in the Department of Landes. 

December 6.-M. Edm. Becquerel in the chair.-The fol
lowing papers were read :-On the developrr,ent of any function 
of the radius-vector in elliptic motion, by M. Tisserand.
Spectral reaction of chlorine and bromine, by M. Lecoq de 
Boisbaudran. For detecting minute traces he fuses on the 
hooked lower end of a platinum wire some pure carbonate of 
baryta; places in the bend a drop of the liquid to be examined ; 
then evaporates, heating momentarily to a nascent red (with 
partial fusion); another platinum wire is then brought near the 
bend from below, and the induction spark gives a spectrum with 
lines of BaCI2 or BaBr2• The n 1rrr; mgr. of chlorine or bromine 
may be thus detected.-M. Brioschi was elected correspondent 
in geometry in room of the late 1\I. Borchardt.- On the action 
of water in applications of sulphide of carbon to phylloxerised 
vine,, by M. Catta. He shows the injurious action of excessive 
humidity. The sulphide need not be in the liquid state if the 
gr.:;uud be quite saturated with water.-On the swarming of 
phylloxera in 188o, by M. de Lafitte. This has been small, almost 
nil in some parts. The phenomenon is probably periodic, with 
a two years' period.-On mildew, Peronospora of vines (Perono· 
spora vitico!a, Berk. and Curt.), by M. Cornu. This mildew 
will soon (perhaps next year) have spread over all France ; 
and it is still almost unknown in regions where it pre· 
vails. The grape is not directly attacked, but the plant 
is injured, often disastrously.-New process for destruction of 
kermesoffig(Cerop!astes rusci, Lin.), by M. Gennadius. The in
sects may be got rid of by making a number of incisions on the 
trunk and branches, causing the plant to lose a large quantity of 
latex.-Observations of cometd 188o (Hartwig) at Paris Observa· 
tory, by M. Bigourdan.-On the same comet and on Swift's comet 
(< 188o), by MM. Schulhof and Bossert. He obtains for the former 
a revolution of 1280 years (uncertain) ; for the latter, years. 
-On the method employed by Aubuisson in 181o for measure
ment of geodetic bases, by M. Laussedat. This is, in substance, 
the same as the method now recommended exclnsively hy the 
International Geodetic Commission.-On the calculation of 
heights by means of barometric observations, by M. Angot. 
He cites some figures as showing the precision of his new method. 
-On the distribution of temperatures in the lower strata of the 
atmosphere, by M. Andre. From observations on the north and 
south slopes of Mont Verdun (625 m. in height} he infers that 
in the same vertical the distribution of temperature up to a 
certain height is absolutely indeterminate, thin hot· and cold· 
air currents being superposed on one another. The mode of 
superposition is in direct relation to the centres of high 
and low pressures.-On radiophony, by M. Mercadier. This 
name he gives to the phenomenon lately discovered by 
Prof. Bell. He shows reason for thinking it is not an 
effect of the mass of the receiving plnte vibrating as a 
whole. Also the nature of the molecules of the receiver and 
their mode of aggregation do not seem to have a predominant 
rd!e in the nature of the sounds produced. These sounds (he 
thinks} are due principally to direct action of calorific radiations 
on the surface of the receiver. (He got the maximum effect 
with invisible vibrati0ns in the red and infra red. )-On the exist· 
ence of perboric combinations, by M. Etard. Boric acid in 
presence of oxygenated water acts like a different acid, 
though of little stability : perboric acid.-On cobaltamines, 
by M. Porumbarn.-Researches on the comparative anatomy 
of the nervous system in the different orders of the cla<s 
of insects, by M. Brandt. He gives the results of his own olJ
servations on Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, Diptera, and Hemiptera. 
-On a new form of vesicular worm, with exogenous gem· 
mation, by M. Villot. This is named Urocystis prolifer, is a 

parasite of C!omeris !imbatus, and has the peculiarity of living 
in the same host in different degrees of development ; in the 
vesicular state proper, in the visceral cavity ; in the state of 
scolex, encysted in adipose tissue. Buds are successively formed 
(containing a scolex} and detached.-Habits of a fish of the 
family of Silures, the Ca!lic!tthys facratus, Cuvier, by M. Car· 
bonnier. Its mode of reproduction is peculiar.-New researches 
on saxifrages ; applications of their products to the arts and to 
therapeutics; experiments on their cultivation, by MM. G:ureau 
and Machelart. Attention is called to a new substance, bmgenin, 
obtained from the stocks ; in the free and crystalline state it is 
represented by C6 H 40 4• It is a strong neura-sthenic tonic 
(between quinine and salicine). The tannin and fecula also 
obtainable, further recommend the cultivation of saxifrages.
On a process of meat-preservation by means of dextrine, by M. 
Senre. Meat dried and preserved with dextrine has remained 
unaltered twenty months, exposed to air.-The meteors of 
November 14, 188o, obser11ed at Moncalieri (Italy), by M. 
Denza. Four observers counted thirty-seven in three-quarters of 
an hour. More than a third belonged to the stream of the 
Leonides, and they were the most beautiful. 

VIENNA 

Imperial Academy of Sciences, December 9· Dr. 
Fitzinger in the chair.-Researches on Liverworts; 6. Mar
chantiere, by Herr Leitgeb.-On the watercourses of middle 
Europe, and the importance of regulation of the Danube, with 
special reference to the stretch between Theben and Gonyo 
(Hungary), by Herr Lanfranconi.-On the formation of germinal 
layers in the hen's egg, by Herr Koller.-On combinations of 
chloride of calcium with fatty acids, by Herr Lieber. 

Imperial Institute of Geology, December 7.-Geological 
map of the environs of Gratz, by Herr Hornes.-On a new 
mineral, schneebergite, by Herr Brezina.-Tectonics of the 
dioritic eruptive rocks of Klausen (Tyrol), by Herr Teller.
Geological map of Gorlice, by Herr Trajnocha.-On Predazzo, 
&c., by Herr Reyer. 
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